
T
he poets and philosophers, as usual, are right: nature
inspires us, gives us strength, and brings meaning to our
lives. But these days, the human disconnect with the

natural world is reaching critical proportions. In fact, ‘Nature
Deficit Disorder” has become a recognized syndrome associated
with a host of physical, mental and social problems. 
Society now has to devise ways to deliberately bring humans

into contact with the natural world, strange as that may seem,
especially to us rural folk. Schools are building gardens and
outdoor classrooms. Urbanites are flocking to farmers’ markets
for the experience of connecting their food to its earthy origins.
And there are programs like the David Suzuki 30x30 Nature
Challenge, which invited Canadians to spend 30 minutes a day,
for 30 days, outside.
This is where Christmas craft fairs fit in. These events are

long-standing traditions in many places, but arguably reach
perfection on the islands of the Salish Sea, due, I believe, to our
particularly artistic communities, and our passionate
involvement in our natural environment.
Although shopping, or vending, at a craft fair doesn’t count

as direct immersion in nature, it does bring buyers and creators
into an intimate, appreciative relationship with her many fruits.  
As media coordinator for the Denman Island Christmas

Craft Faire, I spend a lot of time thinking about our fair, and I am
struck by the many ways nature’s four elements are so
abundantly transformed. Earth is perhaps predominant. A
crystalline-glazed vase from master potter Gordon Hutchens, a
two-foot wide wine-red platter from Tom Dennis, a necklace of
clay beads from Mario Von Tooren all tell a story of mud,
transformed through human hands and imagination into art. 
The earth element shines, literally, in the metals and stones

used by the fair’s many jewellers. As I contemplate buying a pair
of LeeAndra Jacobs’ sparkly Drucy Quartz earrings, I know that
she and her partner Bruce have carefully chiseled out the stones
from their mineral claim in the Fraser Canyon. At a nearby
booth, silversmith Cheryl Jacobs' work features natural beach

stone from one of my favourite Denman locales, Pebble Beach.
The connection to place, to the ground beneath us, is palpable,
and is part of the beauty. 
Just like ceramic artists, metalworkers create their magic

through the alchemy of earth and fire. I marvel at the way
Stewart MacNutt crafts such delicate objects—tiny lifelike
hummingbirds, elegant herons—out of such solid material. And
if I’m looking for a gift for my pragmatic husband, I can head
over to Brett Vidler's booth to check out his hand-forged
ironwork tools. 
Water shows up in artisanal teas from wildcrafted plants, and

wine and mead from Hornby Island. Also, scented soaps,
lotions, and cosmetic oils invoke the warm soothing waters of a
bath where I can pamper myself (oops, I mean where the person
I give these to can pamper themselves) with products made of
natural, locally-sourced ingredients. 
And air? You can't make crafts out of air, but you see its

movement in the fluttering of a hand-dipped  candle flame, hear
its vibrations when you listen to the local children playing
mandolin outside the Community Hall, and smell it in the
enchanting scents of the fair: rose and sandalwood, espresso
and hot apple cider, beeswax and fir sap. 
Nature is everywhere: the forest manifests in smooth

wooden bowls, pens, and watches and in marvellous willow
baskets. The animals that graze Denman's fields contribute,
whether via a pair of woollen socks, hand-knitted by the farmer
who raises the sheep, or an irresistibly cute little mouse from
resident needle-felter Christine O’Neill, who makes dyes from
local plants. Denman's gardens provide big firm garlic heads for
braids; fruit for jams; and hot peppers for salsas and relishes.
By their very existence, craft fairs reconfigure our

relationship with shopping, with the objects we use for play,
utility and pleasure. They offer a welcome counterpoint to the
disconnect created by global mass-production and
consumption, bringing our relationship with stuff a few
satisfying steps closer to sustainable.  0
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Transforming Earth’s Elements — Xmas Craft Fairs
Laura Busheikin

‘Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.’—Albert Einstein
‘Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life lasts.’—Rachel Carson
‘One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.’ —William Shakespeare


